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Abstract

Sustainability is becoming a more important factor in the processes of organizations. Supply chains management (SCM) has acknowledged a great deal of interest by researchers and practitioners. The primary objective of the current research paper is to examine the relationship between internal integration and sustainable supply chain performance. In addition to that, the study has focused on the mediating effect of supplier integration and customer integration in the relationship between key between internal integration and sustainable supply chain performance. The study focuses on manufacturing enterprises of UAE under subject investigation and its relationship with sustainability goals. A detailed literature has been reviewed critically to develop the hypothesis of the study. A questionnaire survey was adopted to collect data from supply chain managers of manufacturing companies. Smart PLS 3 (SEM) is used to analyze the collected data. The results of the study have shown a great deal of agreement with the proposed hypothesis. Analysis of the study is divided into two major parts. Part one is based on an outer model assessment in which reliability and validity were examined. The second part is based on an inner model assessment in which hypotheses were tested. The result of the study will be useful for policymakers and researchers in understanding the emerging role of environmental concerns in strategic management and operational management.
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1. Introduction

Supply chain management (SCM) has received increasing attention from industrialists in light of strategic planning in design, maintenance, and operation of the supply chain process. Despite the improvements that have been achieved successfully with the help of SCM, some organizations overlooked the environmental issues including global energy, global warming, reverse logistic, and ecological concerns in global competition. With the increasing environmental concerns over the past decades, green supply chain management (GSCM) has recently emerged to comply with regulations for environmental protection [2,7]. In order to fulfill environmental obligations, organizations recognize that they cannot work in isolation. Since companies have often been charged with the environmental liabilities of their suppliers there has been an urgency to integrate environmental initiatives, not only within the walls of the company, but across the entire supply chain in order to ensure the company’s sustainable performance [15].

The business sustainable performance happens when a company or firm creates ongoing value for its stakeholders and shareholders while keeping up with the environmental requirement [9]. Sustainability is a brilliant way of performing a business, and one of the essential parts of the sustainability transition process is developing innovative and constructive corporate culture through integration [12]. These healthy cultures would be able to create better organizational performance and make optimum use of existing assets for the good outcomes of economic, environment, and society [16]. The result from having economic, environmental, and social sustainability would ensure satisfaction among the shareholders, supplier, customer, employee, and society. Incomplete conceptualizations have generated inconclusive results about the relationship between supply chain integrations and firm’s sustainable performance [20]. Prior studies [43] have separately investigated internal and external characteristics when investigating the supply chain and inter-organizational performance [39]. Previous studies have also been found to be limited in term of GSCI conceptualization by leaving out two important dimensions of GSCI namely logistic integration and technology integration [40]. There is a need to investigate on the linkage of individual dimension of the supply chain and each dimension of firm’s sustainability performance [38]. These situations demand further investigation on the association between supply chain practices and sustainable performance. According to [16], “sustainability consists of actions that extend socially useful life of the organization enhance the ability to maintain and renew viability of the bio-sphere and protect all living species, enhance ability of society to maintain itself and to solve its major problem and to maintain a decent of welfare, participation and personal freedom for present and future generations of humanity”.

In contemporary, the characteristic of competition increasing to global business environments. Therefore, it is vital that manufacturing organizations to cooperate to attain common goals such as minimizing delivery cost, stock holding cost, increase punctuality, enhance quality, improved flexibility, and quickly respond to ensure profitability and customer satisfaction. Otherwise, the company will lose competence in extremely varied and fast change market. For instance, Zara, the Span-ish apparel organization provides a real illustration of the hybrid sup-ply chain. It is one of Spain’s greatest and dynamic apparel organizational, producing trendy apparel to a universal target market of 18 to 35-year old’s. Since a major difficulty in most supply chains is lacked visibility in actual demand, so, forecast driven was better than demand driv-
en. Therefore, Zara developed a quick response system for the industry to handle visibility problems.

[27] pointed out three criteria of sustainable performance: economic sustainable performance, environmental sustainable performance, and social sustainable performance. In 2001, the European Commission published a sustainable development strategy by emphasizing the importance of social cohesion, environmental protection, and economic growth to go hand in hand [27]. Guan, Cheng, and Ye addressed sustainable supply chain man-agement as “a modern management pattern emphasizing on the integration of the economy, environment, and society through all the processes including procurement, producing, packaging, transportation, storage, consumption and disposal of the end-life product, supported by supply chain management technology, and its final goal is to achieve the sustainable development of economy, environment and society”.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Sustainable Supply Chain Performance

The proposed framework applied in this study to assess the sustainability performances can be divided into three main sustainability dimensions as proposed by Brettand Labuschagne. These dimensions are economic sustainability, environmental sustainability and social sustainability. Therefore, in embracing the whole concept of sustainability, these three pillars of sustainabil-ity is crucial to run a successful business not just for now but for the future [19].

Economic sustainability is continuing to be one of major goals for business firms. [20], economic sustainable performance is “evaluation of organizational cost reduction, promotes market shares, return on assets, improve income, and profits regarding the economic goals of performance”. The implementation of SCM practices among manufacturing firms has resulted better economic performance [20]. The positive result from economic aspect can be achieved through multiple direct pathways of sus-tainable supply chain management. Previous research from [18] investigated on green supply chain initiative among Malaysian certified companies and the result has confirmed the positive re-lationship between economic performance and green supply chain initiatives. Consumers are the main driver of green practic-es implementation and playing huge role by demonstrating their influence and environmental conscious in choosing companies, increasing competitiveness, and economic performance [4].

Environmental concerns and conscious are driving business firms to look onto their operational impacts. Referring to Jun quera, Brio, and Fernández, environmental sustainable perfor-mance is defined as “the evaluation of organizational reduction for emissions, decrease of consumption for hazardous or harm-ful materials, and efficient energy or resources use”. Environmental sustainable performance is ‘achievements in reducing the resource usage, pollution emitted, and waste generated resulting from the undertaken efforts’ [9]. Environmental sustainable performance is also strongly related to environmental goals of orga-nization including the decrease of frequency for environmental accidents and solutions to improve an enterprise’s environmental situation [13].

The environmental performance can also be a useful indicator in decreasing environmental risks, as well as sup-porting external communication and policy-making for both public and private sectors [24]. The business firms have a huge responsibility socially where they need to take care of their employees and societies. [36] defined social sustainable performance as “evaluation of organiza-tion on healthy work environment, social commitment and par-ticipation, education and training, and human resources develop-opment”. He added that as awareness among consumers on cor-porate social performance increases, management increasingly recognizes their responsibility for implementing ethical pro-grams to enhance social welfare. There are several domains namely human resources, corporate governance, human rights, and environment that should be properly assessed [8]. Brent and Labuschagne referred social sustainable performance as ‘achievements in creating social welfare (for various stakehold-ers including supplier, employee, cus-tomer and society) result-ing from the undertaken operational efforts. In detail, the management have full responsibility in the implementation of social commitment and participation, social administrative policies, human resource management, and healthy working environment. Apart from that, United Microelectronics Corporation (quoted that the responsibility also includes employee benefits, staff rela-tions, talent development, working conditions, public welfare support, social concerns, and response. Exposure on social sustainable performance would ensure organization in achieving its mission and vision as well as to stay competitive in the market.

2.2 Supplier Integration

Supplier Integration Supplier refers to a party that provides materials, parts, services, and goods directly to a manufacturer [32]. The definition of supplier integration is “environmental collaboration between a firm and its suppliers in implementing environmental management practices” [38]. It is a phase where upstream segment of company’s supply chain and product are focused [44]. Suppliers should be involved in the implementation of environmental practices in terms of material management procedures and purchasing processes [29]. The supplier’s environmental performance is increasingly monitored by manufacturing organizations to ensure that the equipment or materials supplied have gone through environmental-friendly processes [29]. The main players in automobile industries like Toyota and Ford have required their suppliers to obtain ISO 14001 certifications in supporting the environmental initiatives. This is due to the rea-son that suppliers are important partners as they can be in a position to provide assistance to improve environmental performance of the supply chain [30].

RBV researchers assert that every firm holds diverse resources and capabilities that competitors find costly and difficult to duplicate and implement [22]. In today’s global marketplace, to achieve competitive advantage, an organization’s ability to be responsive to competition by focus on four competitive character-istics which is cost, quality, speed, and flexibility. Besides supply chain relational capability is critical important factors on supply chain operational performance [28]. Meanwhile, IT capability and organizational culture capability are equally important.

In SCM study, several researchers found that supplier partnership, customer relationship, information sharing and information quality improved supply chain operational performance. The higher level of supplier partnership, customer relationship, and information sharing can lead to optimize supply chain costs [35], improved supply chain reliability [34], enhanced supply chain responsiveness [34], and flexibility in managing uncertainties in supply and demand.

Supplier partnership is critical for textile and apparel companies since it can provide quickly respond to a rapid changing market. The most basic benefit of partnering with suppliers is the buyer can assure quality materials consistently and timely deliveries from suppliers [3]. For instance, the partnership of Procter and Gamble (P&G) and Wal-Mart, P&G as an information and capital-rich manufacturer, while Wal-Mart as an information and capital rich retailers get a win-win cooperation of information sharing across their mutual supply chain and achieved mutual benefits and enhanced both supply chain performance. In short, they have concluded that a good partnership with suppliers positively impact on operational performance of the organizations. Inversely, the low dependency on supplier partnership is led to the worst in the supply chain performance [11].
IT Capability and Supply Chain Operational Performance IT capability is considered as one of the major factors in SCM and which is a critical factor to improve supply chain performance. IT capability significant direct relationship with supply chain performance [41]. Specifically, several researchers observed that IT infrastructure was the most significant factor to minimize costs enhanced operational agility [23]. Besides, IT infrastructure not only positively affected transparency, but also reducing corruption at the same time. In organizational perspective, IT personnel acts as important enabler of key IT products and services for smoothen the business operation flow. An appropriate technical solution is proposed by the IT personnel to solve busi-ness problems that related to IT applications. Basically, IT per-sonnel is utilized the flexibility of IT infrastructure in suggesting the solution to the management [10]. Therefore, IT personnel exhibit direct and positive effect on organization’s agility per-formance [26].

Previous studies [38,37] have proved that supplier integration is positively related to organizational sustainable performance. [38] have found that collaboration with suppliers could improve sustainable performance of one organization economically and environmentally. Developing collaborative relationship with suppliers is also favorable for an effective adoption, development, and implementation of the GSCM toward social contributions [37]. [45] emphasized the significance of supplier integration and sustainable performance by stating that the lack of supplier collaboration would weaken sustainable performance improvements among manufacturing firms.

2.3 Customer Integration

Customer is one of the stakeholders, which are end consumers of the product or service being offered by any of the company [32]. However, in the supply chain the customer is not the end user rather here distinction must be made between customer and consumer [32]. In the scope of supply chain management, the customer is one which purchase the processed goods, it can be manufacturer, supplier, retailer or any of them. [38] In supply chain management, the customer integration is linked with downside effect, which flow from supplier to buyer [40].

Previous study by [14] has shown that the main driver for manufacturers to improve their environmental practices and image is customer pressure. Apart from that, understanding the needs of customer is an important aspect in creating value. The business sustainable performance happens when a company or firm creates ongoing value for its stakeholders and shareholders while keeping up with the environmental requirement [9]. There are few essential aspects of a firm’s sustainable value which are; doing well for the environment and society, and more important by keeping the customer and shareholders happy. According to [16], “sustainability consists of actions that extend socially useful life of the organization, enhance the ability to maintain and renew viability of the biosphere and protect all living species, enhance ability of society to maintain itself and to solve its major problem and to maintain a decent of welfare, participation and personal freedom for present and future generations of humani-ty” [21]. Sustainability is a brilliant way of performing a busi-ness, and transitions toward sustainable enterprises can be made by developing innovative and constructive corporate culture. These healthy cultures would be able to create high performance and make optimum use of existing assets in ways that have good outcomes for the economic, environment, and society [16].

Within a role of supply chain management, the sustainability can be viewed as a major environmental perspective. The sustainability in supply chain activities can be taken by green purchasing, green supply chain, reverse logistics, product stewardship, and logistics management [25]. Various studies reveal that waste management and recycling of goods initialized sustainability. However, the re-use or recycling of product lifecycle across supply chain activities puruse protective environment meas-urement. Moreover, the supply chain sustainability associated with the product life extension, product design, recovery pro-cesses at end-of-life, and manufacturing by-products produced during product use, and product end-of-life. The research of [1] suggests the implication of green initiatives to strengthen sustainable development. Thus, there is a positive relationship between supply chain and sustainable development that can be obtained through environmental performance, corporate environmental practices, and social sustainability [25].

2.4 Internal Integration

Internal integration is referred to “environmental management practices conducted within a company” [29]. [40] classified internal integration as “level of integration in combining and improving information and internal resources in the company to generate knowledge sharing beyond the boundaries of individual functions or departments in reducing and preventing pollution”. Communication and cooperation are crucial to successful environmental practices as GSCM involves all departmental boundaries between and within organizations [44], also stressed about the influence of coordination across functional department with-in the entire supply chain to improve environmental manage-ment [17].

Most of the time the implementation and adoption toward environmental practices internally seem to be the main issue [45]. However, the GSCM practices like minimizing wastes and attracting customer cooperation for eco-design of product for instance, would require internal coordination mechanisms [45]. There are many firms going toward environmental direction these days with their environmental management systems, environmental auditing of departments, internal evaluation of environmental reports, and certification of ISO 14001 [38];[45]. Therefore, cooperation from within the organization is essential to ensure sustainable performance, economically and socially as well as achieving environmental objectives [42].

Past study by [20] investigating GSCM among firms has shown that collaboration and cooperation from organization internally leads to a better overall sustainable performance. [18] added that the economic aspect could be gradually increased through efficient internal integration from the adoption of GSCM. Many companies which integrate with the GSCM are able to create competitive market shares and increase the profits [13]. According to [45], lack of internal resource and managerial support lead to economic failure.

[18] have also found positive relationship between internal integration and environmental sustainable performance. Previously, [33] found that an environmental management system (EMS) adopted in organization positively affects operational performance measure such as production waste reduction. The integration within manufacturer via sustainable design practice also improves income, employee’s welfare, and profit. The internal coordination mechanisms like exposure of cross-functional cooperation and having specialized staff on environmental issues are correlated to social sustainable performance, including the likes of safer working environment, increased happiness, motivation, involvement, social commitment, and high participation among the staffs [45].
H1: Internal Integration has significant impact on Sustainable Supply Chain Performance.
H2: Internal Integration has significant impact on Customer Integration.
H3: Internal Integration has significant impact on Supplier Integration.
H4: Customer Integration has significant impact on Sustainable Supply Chain Performance.
H5: Supplier Integration has significant impact on Sustainable Supply Chain Performance.
H6: Customer Integration mediate the relationship between Internal Integration and Sustainable Supply Chain Performance.
H7: Supplier Integration mediate the relationship between Internal Integration and Sustainable Supply Chain Performance.

3. Data Collection and Response Rate

Data is collected through mail and telephonic survey. The response rate. As described in the previous chapter, data were collected through postal and electronic mail, questionnaire survey.

the data collected from questionnaires survey was subjected to examine the demographic variables through descriptive analysis. The total of 265 responses received from the total of 376 questionnaires distributed through mail and courier. Out of 265 questionnaires, 225 were found complete. Thus, the response rate is 63.3 percent.

4. Results Analysis

Structural equation modelling is one of the most acceptable technique to social science. It is most acceptable technique to test the hypothesis. As it is recommended by different prominent studies. Structural equation modelling is one of the most acceptable technique to social science. It is most acceptable technique to test the hypothesis. As it is recommended by different prominent studies. Therefore, this study adopted PLS SEM to analyze the data. Analysis of the study is divided into two major parts. Part one is based on an outer model assessment in which reliability and validity were examined. The second part is based on an inner mod-el assessment in which hypotheses were tested.

Discriminant validity is shown in table 1. It was examined by the square root of average variance extracted (AVE). Measure-ment of discriminant validity through average variance extracted (AVE) was suggested by Fornell-Larcker [5,6,7]. Discriminant validity is attained through square root of average variance ex-tracted (AVE). It is shown in Table 1 that square root in bold form is more than all other values.
After confirmation of reliability and validity, the SEM was used to analyse the hypothesis. Direct and indirect effect was examined. Indirect effect was examined to check the mediation. In this process, p-value was considered. While analyzing the data, 0.05 minimum level of p-value was considered to test the hypothesis. According to the direct results it is shown that all hypothesis has p-value less than 0.05. Therefore, it accepts H1, H2, H3, H4, and H5.

Table 1: Discriminant Validity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composite Reliability</th>
<th>Discriminant Validity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>0.787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>0.919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>0.865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSCP</td>
<td>0.868</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3: Inner model assessment

According to the direct results it is shown that all hypothesis has p-value less than 0.05. Therefore, it accepts H1, H2, H3, H4, and H5.

Table 2: Direct Effect

| Original Sample (O) | Sample Mean (M) | Standard Deviation (STDEV) | T Statistics (|O/STDEV|) | P Values |
|---------------------|-----------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|----------|
| CI -> SSCP          | 0.487           | 0.447                       | 0.064                       | 7.655    | 0.000    |
| II -> CI            | 0.579           | 0.513                       | 0.086                       | 6.722    | 0.000    |
| H -> SI             | 0.516           | 0.459                       | 0.067                       | 7.688    | 0.000    |
| II -> SSCP          | 0.481           | 0.423                       | 0.090                       | 5.354    | 0.000    |
| SI -> SSCP          | 0.089           | 0.098                       | 0.099                       | 0.891    | 0.414    |

Table 4 highlights the mediation effect of customer integration, supplier integration, mediate the relationship between Internal Integration and sustainable supply chain performance. These results of mediation show that for logistic integration mediation hypothesis, the t-value is above 1.96 and p-value is below 0.05, whereas for the technology integration the value is below 1.96 which show rejections of our hypothesis. Thus the hypothesis H6 is accepted whereas the H7 is not accepted.

Table 3: In-Direct Effect through Mediation

| Original Sample (O) | Sample Mean (M) | Standard Deviation (STDEV) | T Statistics (|O/STDEV|) | P Values |
|---------------------|-----------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|----------|
| H -> CI -> SSCP     | 0.282           | 0.230                       | 0.054                       | 5.200    | 0.003    |
| II -> SI -> SSCP    | 0.046           | 0.045                       | 0.050                       | 0.922    | 0.399    |

Moreover, variance extracted is shown in Table 4. R-square value is 0.442 which is moderate according to it indicates that all the independent variables are expected to bring 74.1% change in dependent variable, namely; Supply Chain Operational Performance (SCOP)

Table A: Expected Variance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSCP</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

The results of the study reveals the fact that that internal integration has positive relationship and significantly influences sustainable performance. The internal integration was found to be the strong-est predictor of sustainable performance. These results indicated that great impacts can be made through internal integration in achieving organization’ sustainable performance. Prior studies from Green and Strouf have identified positive link between inter-nal environmental management and organization performance. Further investigation through this study supported by [20] and [33] findings which highlighted that through internal integration such as environmental reports for internal evaluation, management systems and certification of environmental, and cross-functional cooperation within management is positively and significantly as-sociated with multiple areas of sustainable performance namely economic, environmental, and social. The signi-ficance also rein-forced the proposition that internal integration is central to improve green operational performance [33]; [44] In addition to that, busi-ness firms that practice internal integration through information sharing across the functional areas obtain better coordination of operations to improve their performances [31].